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Fraction of Variance Explained: \[ 1 - \frac{\text{var}(a - b)}{\text{var}(a)} \]
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Causal Mechanism (forcing)

\[ J(T) \approx \sum_{i,x,t} \frac{\partial J(T)}{\partial \phi_i(x, T-t)} \delta \phi_i(x, T-t) \]
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Fraction of mean Arctic OBP variance contribution per area

\[
\frac{\text{var}\left\{ J - \sum_{t,i=\text{wind}} \frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi_i(x)} \delta \phi_i(x) \right\}}{1 - \frac{\text{var}\{ J \}}{\text{var}\{ J \}}} / dS
\]
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Conclusions

1. **Near-uniform basin-wide barotropic fluctuations** dominate sea level and ocean bottom pressure variations across the deep Arctic basin including the Nordic Seas,

2. The fluctuations are driven by **along-shelf winds at the shelf break** within the Arctic domain,

3. The fluctuations can be explained by **Ekman transport separating mass** between the deep and shallow/coastal regions, **Kelvin waves evacuating** the latter through the straits and leaving the deep basin anomalies behind,

4. Additional sea level measurements in the Arctic basin would help discern how the fluctuation interacts with other changes within the Arctic Ocean (e.g., freshwater input).